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Context: Verified Compilation
CompCert (Leroy 2006)

▶ Optimizing compiler from C to assembly
▶ Fully verified in the Coq proof assistant
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Context: Verified Compilation
CompCert-TSO (Ševčík et al. 2011)

▶ TSO semantics for all intermediate languages from x86 to C
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▶ low-level concurrency primitives: threads, compare-and-swap
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This Work

Towards higher-level languages
general synchronization mechanisms
garbage collection

Strong formal guarantees
mechanized proofs

Methodology
Refinement: replace the implementation by a
high-level specification
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Running Example: Lock

Lock L
critical section

Unlock L

old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)

curr ← old
if (curr = 0)

curr ← L
if (old ≠ 0)

Proof technique: backward simulation

What? Prove that any trace of the target is a trace of the source.
How? Match every state in the target trace with a state in the

source.

→ Too hard because one has to consider too many interleavings
(and relaxed behaviors): compilation introduces memory accesses
and loops.
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Compiler Architecture
Source

RTL

Intractable
brute-force
proof

Lock L

Repeat
old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
Until old = 0

Compilation step

Simulation proof
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Compiler Architecture
Source

RTL-I

RTL

≼ RTL-IH

Lock L

Repeat
old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
Until old = 0 Atomic{ Assume(L = 0); L ← 1 }

Compilation step

Simulation proof

≼ Refinement
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Refinement Rules

TRANS
s1 4 s2 s2 4 s3

s1 4 s3

REPEAT

repeat s until c 4 loop (s; assume(¬c)); s; assume(c)

IFBRANCH

if then s1 else s2 4 branch (assume(c); s1), (assume(¬c); s2)

IFATOMIC

if c then (atomic s0) else (atomic s1) 4 atomic (if c then s0 else s1)

EFLEFT
s1 is effect free

s1; atomic s2 4 atomic (s1; s2)

EFRIGHT
s2 is effect free

atomic s1; s2 4 atomic (s1; s2)

CAS-FAIL

cas(d, r, o, n); assume(o 6= d) 4 fence; load(d, r)

CAS-SUCCESS

cas(d, r, o, n); assume(o = d) 4 atomic (load(d, r); assume(o = d); store(n, r))

SWAPASSUME
defines(s) ∩ uses(c) = ∅

s; assume(c) 4 assume(c); s

DEAD
s1 is dead
s1; s2 4 s2

FENCEATOMIC

fence 4 atomic skip

FENCEELIM

fence 4 skip

AFTERABORT

abort; s 4 abort

GROWATOMICLOCAL
s0 ∈ {loadLoc(r, d), storeLoc(d, r)}
s0; atomic s1 4 atomic (s0; s1)

MAKESTOREATOMIC
s ∈ {store(r, d), release store(r, d)}

s; fence 4 atomic s

MAKELOADATOMIC

fence; load(r, d) 4 atomic load(r, d)

Figure 5: Compositional rules of the refinement predicate (excerpt).

some preconditions in order to be applied. We discharge these
preconditions using Coq’s reflection capabilities; the predicates
are executable and we let Coq prove them by computation. These
rules are sound with respect to the semantics given in Section 6.

To illustrate, the following rules have to be applied to the spin
lock example discussed in Section 2 in order to refine that code:
REPEAT, SWAPASSUME, CAS-FAIL, DEAD, FENCEELIM and CAS-
SUCCESS. (We treat while as syntactic sugar for repeat.) This
sequence of refinements directly mirrors our informal explanation.

5. Validation
Our refinement methodology stems as a step towards the full
verification of a managed concurrent programming language à la
Java. To that end we have devised a block-structured Managed
Intermediate Representation (MIR), which we compile to RTLIL
and subsequently to x86-TSO using the CompCertTSO tool chain.
MIR exposes typical features found in a managed language such as
object allocation, field access, synchronization, etc., as well as high-
level concurrency primitives such as locks, threads, non-blocking
stacks and garbage collection. MIR has been designed to serve as a
reasonable IR target for Java bytecodes.

5.1 Case Study: Concurrent Allocation
As a representative case study, we examine the code snippet used
to implement a concurrent allocator that interacts with the DLG
collector [5–7]. DLG is a mark and sweep algorithm with three
colors: White, Gray or Black. Objects that are not known to be
alive are marked White. Thus, every collection cycle starts with all
objects white. Objects discovered to be potentially alive, either by
the collector or a mutator (a user thread), are upgraded to Gray,
indicating that the object and its descendants should not be collected
in the current cycle. When the collector traces the object graph,
it marks Gray objects Black and all of its descendants Gray. The
traversing of the object graph terminates when no gray objects exist.
At this point white objects are known to be unreachable and their
memory can be reclaimed in one sweep.

Free memory shared by the allocator and collector is imple-
mented as a Treiber stack of free objects, where for simplicity, in
our development, all objects are of the same fixed size. Allocation
then is implemented as a pop in the free object stack. The fundamen-
tal property of the implementation is that allocation is non-blocking.

We provide the low-level and high-level code of the alloca-
tor in Fig. 6. A thread starts the allocation by reading the pointer
FreeList which points to the first free object in the free stack.
Then, it verifies that the head is not null (head == 0). Otherwise, it
reads the pointer to the next element of the stack into next. Finally,
it atomically (with a CAS) verifies whether the head of the stack
changed, and in case it did not, makes FreeList point to it, effec-
tively removing the head of the stack. If the CAS fails, indicating
that another allocation succeeded in between the read of the head
and the CAS, the allocator restarts the whole process. Notice that
when the final CAS succeeds, it means that no other thread modified
the stack in between the read of the head and the CAS, which in
turn means that the whole execution can be considered to happen
atomically. This is indeed the specification given to the algorithm in
Fig. 6b. The second part of the implementation initializes the object
and sets up its color. This last block is separate from the previous
because, in between, the collector may be tracing and thus observe
the unitialized color of the object.

5.2 Case Study: A Concurrent Write Barrier
Fig. 7 shows the definition of a write barrier used to synchronize
between mutators and the DLG collector. Because mutation can take
place concurrently with a collection cycle, every write entails mark-
ing both the object currently pointed by the field being modified,
as well as the newly stored object, with the color Gray. An object
marked Gray indicates that it is potentially alive, and therefore not
subject to collection.

Marking objects Gray is achieved by adding their pointers
into a “per mutator” buffer of gray marked objects. This buffer is
incremented by the mutator on one end, and visited by the collector
thread on the other end. To enforce this protocol, each mutator
keeps a per-mutator global variable (MD[next_write], where MD
is a container only written by the owning mutator, and read by the
collector). This variable indicates the writing end of the buffer. The
actual insertion of an object to the mutator’s buffer is published to
the collector upon the increment of the MD[next_write] variable.
This code can be considered as performing three indivisible steps –
a first reading step, in which the old object pointed by the field to
be modified is fetched; a second marking step that marks the old
object and the new object to be stored; and finally the writing step,
in which the store is actually performed and made visible to the
collector. The invariant being enforced is that marking happens in
its entirety before the update.
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Interactive Refinement Proof
Repeat
old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
Until old = 0 ≼

Loop
old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
Assume(old ≠ 0)

old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
Assume(old = 0)

Repeat s Until c ≼ Loop { s; Assume(¬c) }; s; Assume(c)
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Interactive Refinement Proof
Loop

old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
Assume(old ≠ 0)

old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
Assume(old = 0)

≼

Loop
old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
Assume(old ≠ 0)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
Assume(old = 0)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L

defines(s) ∩ uses(c) = ∅
s; Assume(c) ≼ Assume(c); s
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Interactive Refinement Proof
Loop

old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
Assume(old ≠ 0)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
Assume(old = 0)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L

≼

Loop
Fence
old ← L
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
Assume(old = 0)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L

o ← CAS(d,e → n); Assume(o ≠ e) ≼ Fence; o ← d
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Interactive Refinement Proof
Loop

Fence
old ← L
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
old ← CAS(L, 0 → 1)
Assume(old = 0)
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L

≼

Loop
Fence
old ← L
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
Atomic

old ← L
Assume(old = 0)
L ← 1

curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L

o ← CAS(d,e → n); Assume(o = e) ≼
Atomic { o ← d; Assume(o = e); d ← n }
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Interactive Refinement Proof
Loop

Fence
old ← L
curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L
Atomic

old ← L
Assume(old = 0)
L ← 1

curr ← old
While curr = 0

curr ← L

≼
Atomic

old ← L
Assume(old = 0)
L ← 1

s1 is dead
s1; s2 ≼ s2
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Summary

▶ Compiler for a high-level concurrent language written in Coq
▶ Proof that program refinement implies behaviour inclusion
▶ Sound refinement rules
▶ Case studies: spin lock and concurrent garbage collector

(using a permission system to handle such complex examples)

Questions?
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